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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2009030301A1] The invention relates to a rotary screen printing press with at least one cylindrical stencil, an ink applicator, which
is disposed in the cylindrical stencil, a first end ring and a second end ring, which are mounted at the free ends of the cylindrical stencil, a first
and a second bearing ring, each of which is connected over a fastening device with the adjacent end ring and have a pivot bearing for mounting
the cylindrical stencil at a frame, so that it can rotate about the axis of rotation of the cylinder, and mounts, which are disposed at the frame for
accommodating the bearing rings, wherein at least one mount has a U-shaped housing base, which is open in the upward direction, and two
housing segments, which are mounted movably thereto for detachably enclosing an accommodated pivot bearing, wherein the housing segments
enclose the bearing ring in ring-shaped fashion and form a closed accommodating housing, and that, with the bearing rings disposed in the mounts,
the cylindrical stencil with the end rings can be detached from and removed from the bearing rings.
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